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DITA DTD Generator Tool 

The DITA standard provides comes with a number of ready to use topic types which are often used 

by organizations as a starting point when they adopt DITA. After a while as more experiences is 

gained with DITA the need for specialized topic types start to arise. Sometimes all that is needed is a 

more constrained version of the base topic types, while other situations require bespoke topic 

structures and markup with more descriptive semantics to better support for the intended usage. 

Specializations versus constraints 

While specialization is about adding your own semantics to the base DIITA content models, 

constraints are used to restrict in, or exclude from content models the usage of existing element 

types and attributes. With constraints you cannot add or change element semantics. With 

constraints you can: 

- Restrict content models  

- Restrict the attribute lists 

- Remove extension elements from an integrated module 
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- Replace base element types with more specific ones 

The types of specializations 

In some cases a more specific topic type may be required, or new elements and attributes might be 

needed for purposes of identification, validation, metadata or interaction. DITA supports two kinds of 

specializations: 

- Structural type specializations through which new topics and maps can be defined 

- Domain specializations through which new elements and attributes can be defined for a 

particular information domain or subject area 

Both kinds of specializations can be created independently of each other and they result in what the 

DITA standard calls vocabulary modules. There are three types of vocabulary modules: 

- Structural 

- Element domain 

- Attribute domain 

A DITA element type or attributes must be declared in exactly one vocabulary module. 

Requirements for creating a specialization using DTD’s 

Structural element domain vocabulary modules must consist of two files, while an attribute domain 

vocabulary module consists of one file. The following table defines these files for each of the three 

types of vocabulary modules (the definition module contains element and/or attribute declarations). 

 

Vocabulary module Type of file Naming convention 

Structural 

Document shell structural name + “dtd” extension 

Module entity declaration structural name + “ent” extension 

Definition module  structural name + “mod” extension 

Element domain 

Module entity declaration domain name + “Domain” plus “ent” extension 

Definition module domain name + “Domain” plus “mod” extension 

Attribute domain Module entity declaration attribute name + “Att” plus “ent” extension 

 

The DITA standard provides a set of coding requirements for the declaration definitions in these files. 
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The DTD Generator Tool 

Although the steps for creating specializations are outlined in the DITA 1.2 standard and information 

on specialization can be found on the Internet, creating a specialization require a lot of housekeeping 

steps. Since most of these steps are routinely in nature they can be automated by a tool which is 

precisely what the DITA Shell Generator tool, created by Jarno Elovirta, does. It supports both DITA 

1.1 and DITA 1.2 and it allows you to generate the files for the vocabulary modules. The main 

generation options are: 

- Shell DTD generation  

- Topic specialization DTD generation  

- Attribute domain specialization DTD generation 

How it works 

The easiest way to experiment with DTD Shell Generator tool is to use the online version of the 

generator hosted at Google App Engine. The tool gives you the option to generate the files for both a 

structural and an attribute domain specialization, or a combination of the two. You can also generate 

a single DTD file for example with only your selection of standard DITA domains integrated and 

optionally attribute domains specialization to be integrated. This single DTD file can also be used as a 

starting point for constraints. The following is a screen shot of the start page of the tool. 

 

Structural specialization and shell DTD can be based on the following structural modules: 

- Topic 

- Map 

- Book Map 

- Concept 

- Task 

- Reference 

- Learning Assessment 

- Learning Book Map 

- Learning Content 

- Learning Map 

- Learning Overview 

- Learning Plan 

http://www.elovirta.com/ventures-into-dita/dita-generator/
http://dita-generator.appspot.com/
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- Learning Summary 

- Machine Task   

Standard DITA Domains can be selected for the generation process. For topic specializations and 

topic shell DTD’s these are: 

- Abbreviated Form  

- Hazard Statement  

- Highlight  

- Indexing  

- Learning  

- Learning Meta  

- Programming  

- Software  

- Task requirements  

- User Delayed Resolution  

- User interface  

- Utilities 

For map specializations and shell DTD’s the domains are: 

- Classify  

- Learning Map  

- Map Group  

- User Delayed Resolution  

- xNAL 

Sample scenarios 

The best way to understand how the DITA DTD Shell Generator can help is by looking at a few 

scenarios. 

Excluding domains in concept topics 

In our case we want to create use the base concept type with only the User Interface and Software 

domains integrated. Because it is a structural type with no other specialization modules we need to 

generate just a shell DTD. 

Generating the shell DTD 

1. Click on the shell DTD link 

A screen displays with some information about what a shell is 

2. Click next > 

3. From the dropdown select 1.2 for the DITA version to be used for the generation and click 

next > 

4. As structural module, make sure Concept is checked and the option Should the shell allow 

topic nesting unchecked, then press Next >. 

5. Select the Software and User Interface check box and click next > 

6. Specify the shell ID, title and owner 

- In the Shell ID box type concept 
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- In the Title box type Concept 

- In the owner box type OASIS 

7. Click Generate 

We now have a DTD which we can use to replace the standard DITA concept topic. 

Constraint structural type 

Constraints have been introduces as one of the features of DITA 1.2 which will make it easier to 

restrict the base topic types without having to create a specialization. However a constraint still 

requires writing a DTD and adhering to coding requirements for constraint module DTD defined in 

the DITA 1.2 standard.  

Using our concept topic type with only the User Interface and Software domains integrated we now 

want to create a constrained concept which has a required body but no sections or examples. This 

constraint concept will be used for example for simple product descriptions and should not have any 

further division. Because it is a structural type and we need bot a shell DTD and a constraints module. 

Unfortunately the DTD Shell Generator does not have a specific option for creating DITA 1.2 

constraints. We could generate a structural specialization and use that as a basis but it would require 

renaming of the root element and renaming the module files, file entity declarations, etc., effectively 

losing a lot of the benefits of the DTD generation. Instead of creating a pure DITA 1.2 we can create a 

new concept topic type which incorporates the constraints. 

Structural specialization 

Instead of creating a DITA constraints we will now create a structural specialization and call it 

prodDesc. For this topic type will define the same restrictions as our constraint topic but of course 

this is now no longer a DITA 1.2 constraint. First we create the structural specialization followed by 

an explanation the steps to create a restricted element content model for the body of the topic.  

Generating the structural specialization 

1. Click on the structural specialization link 

A screen displays with some information about what the specialization feature is. 

2. Click next > 

3. From the dropdown select 1.2 for the DITA version to be used for the generation and click 

next > 

4. As structural module, make sure Concept is checked and the option Should the shell allow 

topic nesting unchecked, then press Next >. 

5. Select the Software and User Interface check box and click next > 

6. Specify the shell ID, title and owner 

- In the Shell ID box type prodDesc 

- In the Title box type Product Description 

- In the owner box type DITA Adoption TC 

- In the root element type prodDesc 

7. Leave the Stylesheet check boxes unchecked and Click Generate 
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Analysis of the structural specialization files 

The DITA DTD Generator tool creates a starting point for your specializations. We will now examine 

what the remaining work is.  

The shell DTD file 

This file can be used pretty much as it was generated. The DITA DTD Generate tool puts an 

instruction at the top for how to refer to the DTD by means of the public identifier. This identifier has 

the included domains attached to it which you probably will want to change. For our prodDesc topic 

type, for example, the instruction reads: 

prodDesc.DTD 

<!--  Refer to this file by the following public identifier or an  

      appropriate system identifier  

PUBLIC "-//OASIS//DTD DITA 1.2 Concept (ui-d sw-d)//EN" 

      Delivered as file "prodDesc.dtd"  --> 

The shell DTD follows sections of the DITA 1.2 standard.  

A header section as found in the standard DITA dtd’s (but not specified in the DITA standard) is 

missing. 

The definition module file 

There is only one element and one attribute declaration in this module. In our case it is: 

prodDesc.mod 

<!--                               LONG NAME: prodDesc                                

--> 

 

<!ELEMENT prodDesc ((%title;), (%titlealts;)?, 

        (%shortdesc; | %abstract;)?, 

        (%prolog;)?, (%conbody;)?, (%related-links;)?)> 

<!ATTLIST prodDesc id ID #REQUIRED 

    conref CDATA #IMPLIED 

    %select-atts; 

    %localization-atts; 

    %arch-atts; 

    outputclass CDATA #IMPLIED 

    domains CDATA "&included-domains;"> 

As can be seen from there is no <prodDescBody> element. There is no content model parameter 

entity %prodDesc.content for the contents of the <prodDesc>, and no attribute list parameter entity 

named %prodDesc.attributes as per the DITA 1.2 coding requirements.  

To required modifications for including our constraints and to make it compliant to the DITA 1.2 

coding requirements are: 

1. Adding an element name entity 

<!ENTITY % prodDescBody     "prodDescBody"> 

2. Adding a content model entity for <prodDesc> 
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<!ENTITY % prodDesc.content 

  "((%title;),  

  (%titlealts;)?, 

  (%shortdesc; | %abstract;)?, 

  (%prolog;)?,  

  (%prodDescBody;),  

  (%related-links;)?)  

"> 

3. Adding an attribute list parameter entity 

<!ENTITY % prodDesc.attributes 

  "id ID #REQUIRED 

    conref CDATA #IMPLIED 

    %select-atts; 

    %localization-atts; 

    outputclass CDATA #IMPLIED     

"> 

4. Declaring the <prodDesc> element 

<!ELEMENT prodDesc %prodDesc.content;> 

<!ATTLIST prodDesc  

  %prodDesc.attributes; 

  %arch-atts; 

  domains CDATA "&included-domains;"   

> 

5. Declaring the <prodDescBody> element 

<!ENTITY % prodDescBody.content "(%body.cnt;)*"> 

<!ELEMENT prodDescBody    %prodDescBody.content;> 

<!ATTLIST prodDescBody    %conbody.attributes;> 

6. Adding a specialization attribute for <prodDescBody> 

<!ATTLIST prodDescBody %global-atts; class CDATA "- topic/body 

concept/conbody prodDesc/prodDescBody "> 

The module entity declaration file 

This file can be used as is. 

Attribute specializations 

The DITA DTD Generator tool can also generate attribute domain specialization module file. Multiple 

attributes can be defined and each attribute will result in one attribute domain module file. 

Attributes can be specialized from @props (for conditional processing) or @base for general 

attributes. The attribute value type can be set to an enumerated token list (a text box is provided for 

space-separated attribute toke values) or unspecified (NMTOKEN) attribute value type.  

Attribute domain specialization can be used as a standalone option or used with both the shell DTD 

and structural specialization option. 

The attribute domain file conforms to the DITA 1.2 coding requirements and can be used as is.  
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Strict Tasks and Machinery task body constraints 

If the structural specialization or shell DTD is based in the base DITA Task or Machine Task the DITA 

DTD Generator gives the option to include the strict Task body constraints or Machinery Task body 

constraints. 

Integrating your specializations 

In addition to the specialization DTD files the DITA DTD Generator also provides the files for 

integrating the specialization in the DITA Open Toolkit using the plug-in extension mechanism. The 

following files are included: 

- catalog-dita.xml – to add catalog extensions for the DTD specialization modules (you may 

have to change the entry for the DTD this file if you do not like the Public Identifier for your 

structural specialization) 

- plug-in.xml – for adding catalog the entries to the main build file 

- integrator.xml – for adding build steps to the main build 

The DITA DTD Generator tool also has options to create XSLT skeleton for custom styling of 

specialization elements. The current online version does not generate any skeleton XSLT (a local test 

using the Python source has not been conducted). 

Conclusions 

The DITA DTD Generator tool can be used to create a shell DTD with the domains you want to include 

for any of the DITA 1.1 and 1.2 topic and map types. The generated files require generally little to no 

modifications and can be used as is. 

The DTD Shell Generator unfortunately does not provide support for DITA 1.2 structural or domain 

constraint modules. Possibly the structural specializations can be used for this but then still a lot of 

work is needed. 

The creation of the module files for structural specialization provide a good starting point but does 

not entirely follow the coding requirements of the DITA 1.2 standard. However the generated files on 

average work and are correct DITA specializations. With a few steps these files can be made to also 

follow the DITA 1.2 coding requirements. 

The generated files for attribute domain specialization can be used as is. 

Integration files are created for extending the OT processing with your specialization using the plug-

in extension mechanism. However the XSLT skeleton files are missing which is where most of the 

work is.  

Although a lot of housekeeping is automated with the DITA DTD Generator tool it still, creating a 

specialization still requires a fair amount of DITA specialization knowledge. 

So how useful is the DITA DTD Generator tool? Probably it is mostly useful for an initial setup of the 

files of a DITA specialization effort and for quick testing a number of scenarios. Authors and 

information architects may find the tool useful for being able to quickly exclude the standard DITA 

domains. Anyone who want to learn about and experiment with DITA specializations will also benefit 

from this tool. 


